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INTRODUCTION 
Postembryonic development and periodic molting of immature insects 
are under the control of hormones produced by the insect endocrine 
system. The insect endocrine system typically consists of the brain, 
prothoracic glands, corpora allata, and subeosophageal ganglion, and 
to some extent the corpora cardiaca. Ecdysone, which is also known 
as the molting hormone and which is secreted by the prothoracic glands, 
stimulates the synthetic activities necessary for postembryonic develop­
ment and molting (Wigglesworth 1967; Krishnakumaran et al. 1967). 
Juvenile hormone, which is secreted by the corpora allata, influences 
the actual kinds of synthetic activities that occur. 
The manner in which these hormones produce their effects is only 
now becoming well understood. In recent years, evidence has been 
accumulating which indicates that the molting hormone may be acting on 
the chromosomes (Karlson 1965). In addition, several studies on the 
vertebrate hormones indicate that in some systems an early hormonal 
effect is the stimulation of RNA synthesis in the organ affected 
(Tomkins and Maxwell 1963; Elson 1965). In the case of ecdysone, 
Karl son (1965) and Wigglesworth (1967) have proposed that it also 
stimulates RNA synthesis. Sekeris (1965), Schneiderman and Gilbert 
(1964), Karlson and Peters (1965), and Kroeger (1963) have suggested that 
ecdysone has its primary effects on the nuclear membrane and that it 
activates the genes indirectly. It would seem that the effect of the 
hormones is to free some latent coiïiponent of the gene system from 
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repression so that specific messenger RNA can be produced (Karlson 
1965; Ring 1973). This messenger RNA then passes into the cytoplasm, 
and ultimately protein synthesis occurs. 
It is well known that there is a correlation between protein 
synthesis and an increase in RNA content in tissues. Provided that the 
number of cells remains unchanged in the sample being investigated at 
different stages of development, an observed increase in the RNA levels 
at any particular stage would probably correspond to a period of 
pronounced protein synthesis (Brachet 1955). Similarly, if protein 
synthesis can be considered an index of growth, it follows that the 
extent of protein synthesis at any stage is directly related with the 
amount of RNA present at the time of the growth phase (Devi et al. 
1963). 
Therefore, the study of nucleic acids and protein synthesis is 
obviously of interest in the study of insect developmental physiology. 
Possibly, the study of proteins, RNA and DNA concentrations in the 
house fly, Musca domestica, would be a more accurate way of defining 
insect development in both biochemical and physiological terms, and of 
determining the exact timing of certain aspects of growth and development. 
The objectives of this project were, first, to determine the RNA, 
DNA and protein levels in whole house flies, Musca domestica, 
throughout the larval, pupal and adult stages of development; 
and secondly, to seek possible correlations between changes in these 
levels and thermal histories of the test insect. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The rate of metabolism during various stages of insect development 
has been observed, traditionally, in terms of rate of oxygen consumption 
and, more recently, in terms of protein and RNA synthesis. Berry et al. 
(1967) reported that in the saturniid moths the rate of RNA synthesis 
differed not only between tissues of one developmental stage, but also 
within a given tissue at different developmental stages. For example, 
fat body RNA synthesis was observed to be highest during the larval 
stage, decreased during the pupal stage, reached its lowest level during 
diapause and then increased temporarily at the initiation of adult 
development. Similar results have been reported by Linzen and Wyatt 
(1964) and Wyatt (1959, 1962) in cecropia larvae and pupae. 
Chen (1971) believes that the basic mechanism underlying growth 
and differentiation is protein synthesis, known to be DNA- and RNA-
dependent. Thus, the capacity for protein synthesis can be inferred 
at the RNA level which reflects gene activity involved in the morpho-
genetic process (Karlson 1966; Chen 1971). Furthermore, Linzen (1971) 
considers DNA content to be the most reliable and biologically most 
significant measurement of animal size. 
In the hemimetabolous insect, Gryllus bimaculatus, (Orthoptera: 
Gryllidae) Krishnakumaran (1961) demonstrated changes in the RNA 
content during its molt cycle. He observed that RNA content per mg 
wet weight of the nymph fell from the time of hatching to the first 
molt, increased to a peak in the intermolt period and then decreased 
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to a minimum at the second molt. During the middle of the intermolt 
period, before apolysis, there is a gradual accumulation of RNA 
followed by a sudden fall during the premolt period. 
Patterson (1957) observed high ratios of RNA to DNA, in the 
holometabolous insect Tenebrio molitor (Coleoptera: Tenebrionidae), 
at the initiation of the pupal stage and at emergence, corresponding 
to the periods of formation of adult tissues and cuticle, respectively. 
Heller and Jezewska (1958a, 1958b) determined amounts of nucleic acids 
in two lepidopterous insects (Antheraea pernyi and Celerio euphorbiae) 
throughout their life cycles and noted a decrease in both RNA and DNA 
with development. Similar results were observed by Niemierko (1952) 
and Niemierko et al. (1956) in the greater wax moth, Galleria mellonella 
and the mulberry silkworm. Bombyx mori. 
Devi et al. (1963) in Tribolium confusum (Coleoptera:Tenebrionidae), 
the confused flower beetle, observed that ^^C-uridine incorporation 
intn KIM'A Iriiiir êasêd rapidly uUrinQ the earl y larval growth period and 
reached a maximum shortly before pupation. At the initiation of pupal 
life it dropped off precipitously, but then increased slowly during the 
development of the pharate adult. DNA levels also increased, however, 
RNA concentrations were many times greater than the DNA concentrations. 
Leslie (1955) also noted elevated RNA to DNA ratios in Drosophila 
melanoqaster (Diptera: Drosophilidae). The RNA curve in Tribolium 
confusum paralleled that of the growth curve and characterized the most 
active part of the growth period of the insect. 
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The concentration of total RNA and DNA in Calliphora erythrocephala 
(Diptera: Calliphoridae) demonstrated large fluctuations in one- to 
seven-day-old whole larvae (Price 1965), The concentrations of RNA.P 
attained highest values in the two-day-old larvae, dropped in the four-
day-old larvae and remained relatively constant up to the seven-day-old 
larvae. The RNA to DNA ratios were much higher than those found in any 
vertebrate tissue. RNA to DNA ratios were highest in the three-day-old 
larvae and lowest in the five- to seven-day-old larvae. Berreur (1962) 
also followed the course of the nucleic acids through metamorphosis 
in Calliphora erythrocephala and reported highest levels In the middle 
third-instar, with levels gradually dropping off during pupal development. 
Similar changes were observed in the house fly by Russo-Caia (1960). 
However, Agrell (1964) believed that the technique (which he used himself 
at one time) used by Russo-Caia (1960) was not reliable. During their 
investigations they employed the technique of Ogur and Rosen (1950) 
which is b?5en nn fnê ulff^rênt âciu lability of the two nucleic acids. 
The amount of RNA.P and DNA.P in the blow fly as determined by 
Agrell (1964) was 20-30 mg per pupa. Assuming that the pupa weighs 
about 40 mg (Price, 1965), this represents a concentration of 0.60 yg 
per pupa of RNA.P or DNA.P per mg of pupa. Howells and Birt (1964) 
also observed a large increase in DNA as pupation proceeded, with the 
maximum being reached at the time of adult emergence. 
Analysis of the nucleic acids in the mosquito, Aedes aegypti 
(Diptera: Culicidae), by Lang et al. (1965) demonstrated that beginning 
with the second day of larvel developments both RNA and DNA rise rapidly 
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to a maximum and then fall off from the late larval stages to the adult 
stage by approximately 50%. Lang et al. (1965) correlated the loss 
in nucleic acids with the decrease in weight and suggested that the 
DNA and RNA curves paralleled the weight curve. As in Tenebrio 
(Patterson 1957), both nucleic acids reached their highest levels 
earlier than did total protein. 
Similarly, Vickers and Mitlin (1966) noted in Anthonomus grandis 
(Coleoptera: Curculionidae), the boll weevil, that the RNA and DNA 
levels paralleled the insects weight. Wyatt (1968) obtained similar 
results while analyzing the nucleic acid concentrations in the fat body 
of diapausing cecropia larvae. The increase in levels of RNA in the 
rapidly growing second, third and fourth-instar larvae was correlated 
with the large amount of protein synthesis that was also occurring. 
The increase in RNA concentrations during the prepupal period was 
attributed to the effect of molting hormone. This is in agreement with 
Wiggl^sworth (1953 and 1967) who showed, in Rhodnius^ that the synthesis 
of t-RNA by epidermal cells was greatly stimulated by ecdysone. 
Lennie et al. (1967) reported in Lucilia cuprina (Diptera: 
Calliphoridae) that the amount of RNA per insect during the larval stage 
increased by 18% to a maximum value in the one-day-old pupae, declined 
by 50% during the pupal life and then increased by 2u% as the fly 
matured. The DNA levels, on the other hand, decreased by 30% during 
pupation, followed by a return to the initial value prior to emergence 
of the adults, with a further rise as the adult matured. Their values 
were in agreement with those previously reported for the same insect by 
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Howells and Birt (1964). Lennie et al. (1967) also proposed that some 
of the DNA present may be extracellular. 
Ring (1973) determined the dry weight, protein, RNA and DNA in the 
blow fly, Lucilia sericata, throughout all stages of normal development 
in both long and short photoperiod regimes. During normal development 
protein per dry weight fluctuated markedly during the larval and prepupal 
stages. Increased protein levels were correlated with the synthesis of 
new cuticle and associated structures. Protein levels remained relatively 
high and constant during adult life to senescence. The RNA per dry 
weight was higher in the first-instar larvae, but declined rapidly 
during larval development until just before puparium formation. Sharp 
increases in RNA per dry weight were observed prior to pupation and then 
again just before adult emergence. DNA per dry weight was very low in 
the eggs. The highest levels were reached in the first-instar and then 
declined during larval development, with small increases prior to 
niMirtr iiirii fonTiâtion âPiu adult emergence. RNA to DNA ratios were high in 
the eggs, declined during larval development, and increased rapidly 
about a day before pupation. According to Chen (1971) this pattern may 
be related to the disintegration of larval tissues at the early pupal 
stages, followed by proliferation of imaginai cells during late larval 
development. 
Chinzei and Tojo (1972) reported, in Bombyx mori (Lepidoptera; 
Saturniidae), a decrease in total DNA from the pharate adult to emergence 
of the adult. This decrease amounted to 1/3 of the initial level. 
Total RNA decreased during adult development. These results are in 
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agreement with those of Muhammed et al. (1967) who demonstrated 
relatively high DNAase activity in the larva, with increasing activity 
in the adult. DNAase activity in the larvae seemed to increase with 
the approach of the larval-pupal molt. Similarly, Schin and Clever 
(1965) have shown that acid phosphatase seems to be released from 
ruptured lysosomes in cells during the larval-pupal molt. The fact that 
histolyzing larvae have a high titer of DNAase activity supports Agrell's 
(1964) suggestion that the larval DNA is reutilized in the formation of 
adult tissues. The relatively low titers of DNAase activity in the 
two-day-old pupae may suggest that at this time histogenesis of imaginai 
tissues is going on and histolysis of tissue has been completed. 
In addition to whole animals, specific organs and tissues of 
insects have also been extensively studied. Among these tissues, the 
insect fat body has been the subject of most attention (Patel 1971). 
Depending on the stage of development, it is engaged (1) to synthesize 
and retain prntpins. (?) t.o sequester proteins from the blood and store 
them, (3) to synthesize and release proteins promptly without storage, 
and (4) to convert or degrade proteins. In addition to protein 
synthesis, nucleic acids of the insect fat body have also been the 
subject of much attention. For example, in Hyalophora (Lepidoptera: 
Saturniidae) there is a distinct increase in the incorporation of 
P into fat body RNA at the earliest stages of adult development after 
diapause (Wyatt 1952; Linzen and Wyatt 1954). The total RNA to DNA 
ratio in the fat body of Philosamia cynthia ricini (Lepidoptera: 
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Saturniidae) was reported to be high in the early fifth-instar, but 
declines to a very low level at pupation, suggesting that there is 
little protein synthesis in the latter stage (Takahashi 1966). Furthermore, 
Takahashi (1966), while analyzing microsomal fractions of the fat 
body of Philosamia cynthia ricini, indicated that: (1) the ratio of 
RNA to DNA reached a peak during the early part of the last instar, and 
then gradually declined well into the pupal stage as a result of a 
programmed decrease in RNA content of the microsomal fraction; (2) the 
ratio of s-RNA (soluble) to DNA remained constant during development 
while the ratio or r-RNA (ribosomal) to DNA decreased gradually; and 
(3) the RNA present during development of the pupal stage of Philisamia 
was synthesized during the early part of the last (5th) instar, since 
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only in this latter time interval could P-incorporation into s-RNA 
and r-RNA be demonstrated in the fat body. This appears to be in 
agreement with Ishizaki (1965) who, through electron microscopy, 
shcv.'ed a dsgenerstion of endonl«?""ir rHticiiMim. ribosonies and other 
cellular organelles during the pupal stage. 
3 Pemrick and Butz (1970) demonstrated that the pattern of H-uridine 
incorporation into the fat body of Tenebrio molitor was similar for 
both mated and unmated females for the first ten days after emergence, 
after which there is a net increase in the rate of "^H-uridine 
incorporation in unmated females. In a comparison of fat body, 
cutaneous muscle and cuticle of four-day-old blow fly larvae of Calliphora 
erythrocephala. Price (1965) reported that the concentration of RNA.P 
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in the fat body was greater than that in the cutaneous muscles and 
cuticle as expressed in yg/mg wet weight of tissue. Krishnakumaran 
et al. (1967) observed in Polyphemus larvae that each tissue has its 
own characteristic temporal pattern of thymidine incorporation or 
DNA synthesis and distinguished three patterns of DNA synthesis: 
(1) most tissues have a single burst of thymidine incorporation preceding 
ecdysis (chitogenous epithelia, malpighian tubules, nervous tissue); 
(2) other tissues have continuous thymidine incorporation throughout 
the molt cycle but show increased thymidine incorporation preceding 
ecdysis (prothoracic glands, midgut, hemocytes); and (3) a few tissues 
show noncyclic and continuous thymidine incorporation during the molt 
cycle (imaginai wing discs, muscle). 
The distribution of RNA and DNA in various tissues and their 
respective levels markedly fluctuated during the different developmental 
stages in Bombyx mori (Chinzei and Tojo 1972). In the pharate pupae of 
Boinbyx %cri both nucleic acids disappeared from f.hR silk olrtniis and 
simultaneously increased in the fat body. During pharate adult 
development the fat body lost both RNA and DNA, whereas the ovary and 
some imaginai organs gained them. The incorporation of injected 
o o 
H-uridine into RNA and H-thymidine into DNA of the various organs 
investigated paralleled their respective rates of RNA and DNA synthesis 
(Chinzei and Tojo 1972). 
The base composition of RNA has also been extensively studied in 
various insects. Levenbook et al. (1953, 1958) determined the base 
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ratios of RNA isolated from normal Y chromosomes of Drosophila eggs. 
Similarly, Mitlin and Cohen (1961) determined the base ratios in the 
ovaries of the house fly, Musca domestica, whereas Miller and Perry 
(1968) determined the base composition of purified house fly RNA 
and showed a predominance of uracil and adenine over guanine and 
cytosine. Hastings and Kirby (1966) reported on the base composition 
of transfer and ribosomal RNA in Drosophila melanoqaster and demonstrated 
that the ribosomes had a DNA-like base composition. This is also in 
agreement with the results of Levenbook et al. (1958) for Drosophila eggs 
and with Mitlin (1962) for several endopterygote insects. 
RNA extracted from the house fly with phenol at 4°C behaved 
essentially like rat liver RNA (Balazs and Agosin 1958). They suggested 
that the two heavier components obtained through sucrose density gradient 
analysis corresponded to 28S and 18S, ribosomal RNA, while the lighter 
to 4S, soluble RNA. Essentially the same sedimentation coefficients 
were reported for Drosophila ribosomal RNA: 29-4$ and 18.8S,respectively 
(Hastings and Kirby 1966). 
Since insect growth and metamorphosis is under the control of 
hormones (Wigglesworth, 1970), it appears reasonable to expect that the 
changes in nucleic acids are closely associated with hormone action 
(Chen 1971). Extensive work has been carried out in the laboratories 
of Karl son, Sekeris, and co-workers on the stimulating effect of 
ecdysone on RNA synthesis at the time of puparium formation in 
Calliphora (see reviews by Karl son 1966; Karl son and Sekeris 1964, 
1956). In addition, Chen, in a monograph in insect developmental 
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biology (1971) gives an excellent comprehensive list and summary of 
the effects of ecdysone on RNA synthesis in insect development. 
Briefly, Buttenandt and Karlson (1954), from 500 kg of silkworm pupae, 
obtained 25 mg of an active, low molecular weight substance they called 
ecdysone. Clever and Karlson (1960) later demonstrated an effect of 
ecdysone on the puffing pattern of the giant chromosomes of Chironomus 
(Diptera: Chironomidae). In as little as two hours after injection of 
the hormone certain puffs characteristic of the larvae had disappeared 
and other had appeared at the loci which normally occur in the pupa. 
They hypothesized that the effect of ecdysone is on the chromosomes and, 
more precisely, it stimulates chromosomal RNA synthesis. This is in 
agreement with Oberlander (1969) who demonstrated that ecdysone can 
stimulate DNA synthesis in quiescent wing discs of Galleria mellonella 
(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) in vitro. 
Thermal compensation mechanisms in poikilotherms often allow 
mstubolic processes to continue at rates that are relatively independent 
of temperature. This includes such processes as oxygen consumption 
and the synthesis of lipids, glycogen, proteins and nucleic acids. 
(Fry and Hochachka, 1970). Similarly, when a poikilotherm is trans­
ferred from one temperature to another, its physiology and biochemistry 
may undergo a series of adaptations or compensations so that the 
organism may live successfully at the new temperature. 
During acclimation studies to cold, Rao (1963) demonstrated an 
increase in RNA in the mussel, Lamellidens marginal is, which indicated 
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an increase in protein synthesis, including enzyme proteins. Rao 
(1962), in other investigations of several poikilotherms, found a 21% 
increase in the protein content of the cells of cold-acclimated 
individuals, including an increase in the neurosecretory activity of 
cold-acclimated earthworms, Lampito mauritii. According to Brown 
(1971), Nayeemunnisa attempted, in 1966, to identify the active substance 
in the neursecretory material by extracting the nonsaponifiable sterol 
fractions of the nervous tissue from cold-and warm-acclimated worms. 
Within three hours after injection of the cold-worm extract into a 
normal worm, RNA, lipase activity and unsaturated lipids increased 
significantly. 
Das (1967a) made a detailed study of protein and RNA synthesis in 
thermal acclimation of goldfish tissues using labeled precursors. He 
found a significant increase in total protein content in both liver 
and gill of cold-adapted muscle. The total RNA content of gill 
iricrêasêu with cold. Both the nuclear and microsomal RN.A content of 
5°C-adapted fish tissues were higher than those of 25°C-adapted animals. 
The rate of both nuclear and microsomal RNA synthesis in cold-adapted 
3 fish liver and muscle, as measured by H-cytidine incorporation into 
RNA in one hour, was greater than that of warm-adapted fish. 
Burr and Hunter (1969) believed that the increase In dry weight 
they observed in cold-acclimated Drosophila might be related to the 
higher protein content but found no evidence since Drosophila grown at 
15°C did not show a significantly higher protein content per mg wet 
weight. Rao (1962) also showed that the concentration of nucleic acid 
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phosphorus was higher in the cold-acclimated tissues in certain poikilo-
therms. According to Burr and Hunter (1969), only in Drosophila 
viacochi is there significantly more RNA in the cold-acclimated stock. 
However, in Drosophila melanogaster, which is a eurythermal species, the 
RNA content of the cold-grown flies was actually lower than that of the 
warm-grown flies. Females in general had a higher RNA content. Leslie 
(1955), using Drosophila larvae, found higher RNA levels in females and 
suggested that this may be related to differences in the sex chromosomes. 
Other literature concerning the effects of temperature and temperature 
acclimation has most recently been summarized by Anderson (1969), 
Cloudsly-Thompson (1970) and Brown (1971). 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Chemicals 
Yeast RNA (Type XI, Sigma Chemical Company) was used to determine 
the standard curve for RNA from 10 ug to 130 yg RNA/ml 0.2 N perchloric 
acid (PCA). Highly polymerized calf thymus DNA (Type I, Sigma Chemical 
Company) was used to prepare the DNA standard curve for concentrations 
from 3 yg to 50 yg DNA/ml 0.3 N KOH. Casein (J. T. Baker Company) was 
used to prepare the protein curve for use with the Lowry reagents. A 
standard curve was determined for concentrations ranging from 10 yg to 
1000 yg protein/ml 0.15 N KOH. 
Rearing and Sampling Techniques 
Eggs and larvae of the house fly, Musca domestica, were obtained from 
the Iowa State University Insectary. The larvae were grown on an 
artificial diet also supplied by the ISU Insectary. The house flies 
were maintained in separate environmental chambers set at 15°C, 20°C and 
30°C. The photoperiod was 12L and 12D. 
Larvae and pupae were sampled on a daily basis. Five samples, each 
containing 5 larvae or pupae, were removed daily, washed in distilled 
water, dried on paper toweling and their wet weight determined on a 
Sartorius balance. The larvae and pupae were then frozen in a styrofoam 
container containing dry ice and freeze-dried in an Edwards high vacuum 
freeze-dryer for a minimum of two weeks. The samples were then removed 
and reweighed for dry weight, and then stored in a desiccating chamber 
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containing anhydrous calcium carbonate crystals. 
Adults were also sampled on a daily basis whenever possible. Adult 
flies were maintained at 20®C and 30®C in a screened in cage. During 
studies concerning the effects of thermal histories on the relative 
quantities of proteins and nucleic acid levels, flies reared at 20°C as 
larvae and pupae were transferred to 15°C and 30°C while flies reared at 
30°C were transferred to 15°C and 20°C. Attempts were made to rear flies 
at 15°C, but mortality was exceedingly high in the larval and pupal 
stages. Adult flies were maintained on a 20% sucrose solution throughout 
the study. Adults were removed from the colony by use of a vacuum pump 
which transferred them to half-pint, screened, ice cream cartons. The 
flies were anesthetized with COg, weighed, frozen on dry ice and freeze-
dried. Three samples (each containing five individuals) containing 
females and two samples containing males were sacrificed at daily 
intervals. Females were often randomly selected and dissected to 
(jêtermine the presence of eggs. After the adults had been freeze-dried 
for a minimum of two weeks, the same procedures described for the larvae 
and pupae were followed. 
Preparation of Samples 
Samples were removed from the desiccator and placed in the freeze 
dryer the night before protein and nucleic acid extractions to remove 
residual moisture. Dried samples were then reweighed. Best results 
were obtained by homogenizing samples weighing between 12.00 - 16.5 mg. 
Four milliliters of ice-cold distilled water were added to each sample 
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and the samples homogenized in a ground-glass grinder for one minute. 
Grinding was done with an electric motor at 277 rev/min for one minute 
to standardize homogenizing procedures. During homogenization the 
tubes were kept iced. The homogenate was poured into a centrifuge 
tube and the homogenizer rinsed with 1 ml cold distilled water, 
which was then added to the homogenate. From the total 5 ml sample, 
a 1 ml aliquot was removed for total protein analysis, the remaining 
4 ml being employed in nucleic acid analysis. Four to 6 samples were 
analyzed concurrently. The analytical methods of Dagg (1969) as stated 
by Ring (1973) were used whereby protein, RNA, and DNA could be 
determined from the same homogenate extract. 
Protein Determinations 
Protein determinations were carried out using a technique modified 
after Lowry et al. (1951). To each protein aliquot was added 1 ml 
n .Î N kwri. After at lease 30 minutes, during which the proteins 
dissolved, the tubes were cooled and centrifuged at 0°C for five 
minutes at 12,500 x g. One hundred yl of supernatant were 
extracted and mixed with 2 ml of the alkaline copper reagent (50 ml 
2% NagCOg in 0.1 N NaOH + 1 ml 0.5% CuSO^ in 1% Na citrate). After 
15 minutes 200 yl of Fol in's reagent (50% 2N Phenol reagent supplied 
by Fisher Scientific Company) were added to the tubes. The contents of 
each tube were thoroughly agitated with a vortexer as the Pol in's 
reagent was being added with an Oxford Sampler. One hour later the 
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tubes were read at 500 nm on a Bausch and Lomb 505 recording spectro­
photometer. The absorbance was read and converted to protein content 
by comparison with the standard curve. 
Nucleic Acid Determinations 
Accurate determination of nucleic acid content in biological systems 
poses many problems which have been reviewed by Hutchinson and Munro 
(1961) and Munro and Fleck (1966). Essentially, the indole method 
(Ceriotti 1952) slightly modified by Hutchinson and Munro (1961), was 
adopted for DNA determinations, and the recommendations of Munro and 
Fleck (1966) for the Schmidt and Thannhauser (1945) technique were 
adopted for RNA determinations. 
Freshly prepared homogenates were fractionated as quickly as possible 
and kept at 0°C to minimize any nuclease activity. To the 4 ml homo-
genate of each sample was added 2 ml of ice cold 0.6 N perchloric acid. 
The hcrr.cgcnates i-.'sre then placed "In « rpTrigHt-ated centrifuge precooled 
to 0°C and allowed to stand 10 minutes before centrifugation for 10 
minutes at 12,500 x g. 
The supernatant was discarded and the precipitate washed twice with 
2 ml cold 0.2 N perchloric acid. Four ml of 0.3 N KOH were added to the 
washed precipitate and the tubes placed in a hot water bath at 37"C for 
one hour. After incubation the tubes were replaced in the ice bath and 
allowed to stand 10 minutes. Two and five-tenths milliliters of 1.2 N 
cold perchloric acid were added to each tube. They were allowed to stand 
10 minutes at O^C before being centrifuged at 12,500 x g for 10 
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minutes. The supernatant contained the RNA and the precipitate the 
DMA. The precipitate was washed with 4 ml cold 0.2 N perchloric 
acid, centrifugea and the supernatant pooled with that from the previous 
centrifugation. The pooled supernatants were then ready to be reads 
at 260 nm, for RNA content on the Bausch and Lomb 505 recording spectro­
photometer. Ring (1973) states that Linzen and Wyatt (1964) reported 
complications in RNA measurements of the tissues of cecropia silk worm 
pupae due to the interference of uric acid. Ring (1973), therefore, 
carried out a preliminary experiment to determine the extent to which 
uric acid contaminated the RNA extracts of Lucilla sericata, his experi­
mental animal. He concluded that the readings for RNA concentrations were 
prejudiced little by the presence of uric acid when using the extraction 
procedure described above. 
The precipitate containing DNA was mixed with 4 ml 0.3 N KOH and 
allowed to stand for 30 minutes. Two milliliters of the mixture were 
then taken and to these samples were added 1 ml 0.04%indole solution 
and 1 ml concentrated HCL. The tubes were then placed in boiling water 
for 10 minutes, removed and then placed in an ice bath for a few minutes 
until cool. Each sample was then shaken vigorously for approximately 
1 minute after the addition of 5 ml of chloroform. After centrifugation 
for five minutes at 5000 x g, the top aqueous phase was withdrawn 
and the extraction with chloroform done twice more. The aqueous phase 
was read at 490 nm for DNA content. 
The absorbance was read and converted to RNA and DNA by comparison 
with the standard curves. 
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RESULTS 
Following the rationale of Ring (1973) that larvae are variable 
in size and weight depending on their nutritional state, biochemical 
assays on Musca domestica are presented in ratios to dry weight (DW) 
per fly. Furthermore, since the precise timing of events during the 
pupal stage and the pharate stages of Musca domestica is not known (due 
to the opaqueness of the puparium) with any great degree of accuracy, 
the whole period has been designated the pupal period and is dated 
from the formation of the white pupa. 
Flies Grown and Maintained at 20°C 
RNA concentrations 
RNA levels (Fig. lb) were first observed in the four-day-old 
larvae (16.81 yg/mg DW/fly). Maximum RNA levels (24.82 yg/mg DW/fly) 
were observed in five-day-old larvae (late third instars). These levels 
(Table 1) then declined rapidly, with minimum concentrations being 
observed in late six-day-old third-instars. Between the sixth and 
seventh day a slight increase in RNA levels occurred just prior to 
pupariation, followed by a steady decrease during the early and middle 
pupal periods to levels of 10.37 yg/mg DW/fly. RNA levels continued to 
decline from 10.37 yg to 9.06 and 3.02 yg/mg DW/fly during days 11 and 12. 
No increases were observed during the formation of the pharate adult. 
Newly emerged adult females exhibited an increase in RNA concen­
tration from 2.63 yg to 11.55 yg/mg DW/fly three days after emergence. 
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This was then followed by a decline to 7.88 yg/mg DW/fly four days 
after emergence. Following this decrease, RNA levels rapidly increased 
during days five and six to 8.53 and 12.08 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. 
RNA levels continued to increase to a maximum level averaging 15.23 
yg/mg DW/fly 10 days after emergence. This approximate level was 
maintained during the next three to four days after which there was 
a gradual decline over the next six days to levels approximating 8.67 
yg/mg DW/fly. A slight decrease was detected on day 20, followed by 
a rapid decrease to 5.65 yg/mg DW/fly on day 24. 
During the first six days after emergence, male RNA levels 
paralleled female levels. Males, however, generally maintained lower 
RNA concentrations. Three major peaks occurred on days three, six and 
12 corresponding to levels of 8.53 yg, 7.88 yg and 6.83 yg RNA/mg DW/fly, 
respectively. 
Protein concentrations 
Unlike Ring's (1973) study, in which protein/DW levels were 
reported to fluctuate markedly during early and late larval development 
in Lucilia sericata when compared to RNA levels, protein concentrations 
(Fig. Ic) in Musca domestica paralleled RNA concentrations. Protein 
levels of 399 yg/mg DW/fly were observed in four-day-old larvae. 
These larvae were considered to be late second-instars. Protein concen­
trations (Table 1) increased in five-day-old larvae to a maximum of 
1212 yg/mg DW/fly and then gradually decreased during the late 
third-instar larval period to levels of 1123.5 yg/mg DW/fly. Ten to 
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20 first-instar larvae (larvae collected one, two and three days after 
eclosion) were homogenized following the procedures previously described; 
however, RNA, DNA and protein were not detected. 
During the puparial period, proteins declined from 1041 ug to 
8.91 yg/mg DW/fly. This period of protein decline was considered by 
Ring (1973) to coincide with the histolysis of larval tissues. Protein 
levels in Musca domestica further decreased from 891 yg to 647 yg/mg 
DW/fly. This contrasts with Ring's results (1973) where a rapid 
increase to prepupal levels was suggested to correspond to the histo­
genesis or proliferation of the adult imaginai disks and the 
differentiation of adult tissues. 
Protein concentrations in newly emerged adults (Figs. Ic and 
6c) were remarkably similar. Females in general demonstrated higher 
overall protein levels with peaks of protein synthesis on days three, 
10 and 19. Protein concentrations were 753.5 yg, 958.5 yg and 804 
yg/mn Di'i/fly, respectivply. Malrs. on the other hand, demonstrated 
only two peaks of increased protein synthesis on days six through 10 
and day 12 with levels of 857.5 yg to 797.5 yg and 641.5 yg/mg DW/fly, 
respectively. Interestingly, the maximum levels obtained on day six 
for the males (857.5 yg/mg DW/fly) surpassed that of the females for 
the same day. Protein levels in both males and females decreased with 
senescence, females to 538 yg and males to 415 yg/mg DW/fly. 
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DNA concentrations 
According to Ring (1973) DNA/mg DW levels are very low in the eggs 
of Lucilia sericata during the early stages of embryogenesis. Higher 
levels of DNA/mg DW were reported in the developing first-instars 
(0.009 mg/DW in SPR and 0.007 mg/DW in LPR). In contrast to Ring's 
results (1973), DNA levels were not detectable during the first three 
days of larval development in Musca domestica (Fig. la). This is in 
agreement with the results of Lang et al. (1965) for the mosquito Aedes 
aegypti. DNA levels were first observed in the late second-instar of 
Musca domestica and averaged 0.60 pg/mg DW/fly (Table 1). Interestingly, 
Ring (1973) reported significantly higher levels of 0.010 yg/mg DW for 
Lucilia sericata. DNA levels in Musca domestica during days four through 
five increased more than two-fold (from 0.60 yg to 1.30 yg/mg DW/fly). In 
contrast, Ring reported a rapid decline in DNA/mg DW during the same 
period of time for Lucilia sericata. However, he did report a slight 
increase just nrinr in piioarium formation. 
During pupariation, DNA levels increased approximately 0.40 yg/mg 
DW/fly. Further increases were observed during the second and third 
day of the pupal period to levels averaging 1.70 yg/mg DW/fly after 
which there was a gradual decline to the prepupal levels of 1.10 yg/mg 
DW/fly. These results show a similar trend to those reported by Ring 
(1973) and Lang et al. (1965) for the pupal period of Lucilia sericata 
and Aedes aegypti , respectively. 
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DNA levels in newly emerged adults (13 days after oviposition) 
were similar for both males and females, ranging between 0.10 pg to 
l.BOyg/mg DW/fly. In females two major peaks of DNA synthesis occurred 
on days six through 10 and on day 16, corresponding to levels of 1.20 #g 
and 1.50yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. Synthesis activity in males 
occurred on days six and 12, corresponding to levels of 1,20 pg per peak. 
RNA/DNA ratio (Fig. 3b) peaks were observed on day four during 
larval development (with a ratio of 32.83) and on days eight and 11 of the 
pupal period. RNA/DNA ratio peaks were also observed on days three, 
10 and 18 for the females and on days three, four and six for the 
males. 
Flies Grown and Maintained at 30°C 
In flies grown at 30°C, the larval, pupal and adult longevity 
times decreased. House flies grown at 20°C lived a total of 36 days 
v.tîile t'liss grown at SC^C n"çn in ways. The larval, Ducal and adult 
stadial times were seven, five and 24 days, respectively, for flies 
reared at 20°C and five, three and seven days for flies grown at 30°C. 
RNA concentrations 
RNA (Fig. 2b) was not detectable during the first two days of 
larval development. First-instar larvae hatched 12 to 24 hours after 
oviposition and then molted into second-instar larvae 24 hours later. 
RNA levels (Table 4) in third-instar larvae (three-day-old larvae) 
averaged 13.13 wg/mg DW/fly. These levels then decreased to approximately 
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9.32 yg/mg DW/fly during the fifth day of development. Five-day-old 
larvae were observed voiding their gut contents, indicating the 
beginning of pupariation. Pupariation could explain the observed 
decrease in RNA concentrations on the fifth day of larval development. 
The pupal period lasted three days at 30°C. During the second day 
of pupal development an increase from 9.32 ug (five-day-old larvae or 
prepupae) to 10.37 ug/mg DW/fly was observed. On the third day of pupal 
development RNA levels rapidly declined to 5.12 yg/mg DW/fly. Perhaps 
pharate adult development was completed at this time. 
Newly emerged females lived seven days; males only six days. RNA 
concentrations soared to 14.37 yg/mg DW/fly on the day of emergence and 
further increased to 18.64 ng/mg DW/fly during the second day of adult 
development, remaining at this level until the third day. On the fourth 
and fifth day after emergence a rapid decline in RNA levels of the 
female occurred. Levels dropped from 14.57 yg to 11.29 yg/mg DW/fly. 
RNA concentrât inns ii'iCreased sliyhtl v cPi day six to 13.92 yg/mg DW/fly 
and then returned to 11.16 yg/mg DW/fly the following day. 
Although RNA levels increased in newly emerged males, levels were, 
in general, much lower than in the females. Maximum levels were observed 
on the day of the emergence (8.53 yg/mg DW/fly), but steadily declined 
to 4.99 yg/mg DW/fly three days later. RNA levels increased only 
slightly over the next three days. 
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Protein concentrations 
Protein levels in flies reared at 30°C (Fig. 2c) were much lower 
during the larval and pupal period than in Flies reared at 20°C. 
Protein levels (Table 4) closely resembled RNA levels and also resembled 
the protein patterns of flies reared at 20°C. Protein concentrations 
in early third-instars averaged 847.5 yg/mg DW/fly. Levels increased 
slightly in four-day-old larvae and then declined in five-day-old 
larvae to levels of 723 vig/mg DW/fly. Protein concentrations increased 
to 847 pg/mg DW/fly during the second day of pupariation, followed 
by a rapid decline to 536 yg/mg DW/fly two days later. 
Newly emerged females demonstrated two major peaks of protein 
synthesis on days one and three, corresponding to protein concentrations 
of 984.5 yg and 941 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. Protein levels 
gradually dropped from days three through seven to 634.5 yg/mg DW/fly. 
Males also exhibited two major peaks of protein synthesis averaging 
OM.5 UG and 820 YQ/MQ DW/fl.v on days one and six, respectively.-
DNA concentrations 
DNA levels (Fig. 2a) were generally lower in files grown at 30®C. 
Late second- and third-instar larvae had concentrations remarkably 
similar to the pupal concentrations of flies grown at 20°C. DNA levels 
in the early third-instars (three-day-old larvae) averaged 0.80 yg/mg 
DW/fly. Four-day-old larvae showed a slight drop but then increased 
to 1.40 yg/mg DW/fly on the fifth day of larval development. 
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During pupariation no drop in DNA was observed. This is in contrast 
to the flies grown at 20°C. DNA levels further increased to a maximum 
of 1.60 ug/mg DW/fly during the second day of pupal development. 
DNA concentration in newly emerged females fluctuated markedly 
when compared to the flies grown at 20°C. Three major peaks of activity 
were observed on days two, four and six, corresponding to DNA levels of 
2.10 yg, 2.00 vg and 2.30 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. Males, although 
with lower levels than females, did not change as much as males main­
tained at 20°C. Two peaks of DNA synthesis were observed on days two 
and six with DNA levels of 0.70 yg and 1.10 yg/mg DW/fly. 
RNA/DNA ratios (Fig. 3a) were high on days three and four during 
the larval period with ratios of 18.11 and 19.21. The RNA/DNA ratios 
then rapidly dropped to 9.98 during pupariation and continued to decrease 
during the latter part of pupal development. 
Newly emerged adults had two major RNA/DNA ratio peaks; females 
on fiHys oiiH rtiiu fOur. nfiu iTialcS On One and thrSc. 
Effects of Temperature on Nucleic Acids and Protein Levels 
Two-Day-Acclimated Flies 
In females grown at 20°C (Fig. 4) RNA and protein levels at 
acclimation temperatures of 15°C and 2C^C were higher than in females 
grown at 30°C and acclimated to 15°C and 20°G. However, RNA and protein 
concentrations were highest (18.64 yg and 941 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively) 
in females grown and maintained at 30°G. DNA concentrations were highest 
in females grown at 20°C and acclimated to 15'C and SO'^C. Interestingly, 
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the flies transferred to 15°C demonstrated higher DNA levels than those 
transferred to 30°C. The DNA levels corresponded to 1.80 yg and 1.60 
ug/mg DW/fly, respectively. Females with thermal histories of 30^C had 
slightly higher DNA levels when acclimated to 20°C, in contrast to those 
grown and maintained at 20°C. Females reared at 20°C and acclimated 
to 15°C had DNA levels 1.5 times higher than females reared at 30°C 
and also acclimated to 15°C (Table 7). 
RNA and protein levels for two-day-acclimated males (Fig. 4) were in 
general lower than those of the female at all temperatures of 
acclimation. Males acclimated to 15"C and 20^C exhibited higher RNA 
and protein concentrations when compared to males grown at 30°C and also 
transferred to 15°C and 20°C. Males grown at 20°C and acclimated to 
30°C also had higher RNA and protein concentrations than males grown 
and maintained at 30°C. 
DNA levels for three-day-old males having thermal histories of 
20~C were higher at acclimation temneraturns of and 30^C than males 
grown at 30°C and then acclimated to 15°C or 30°C. However, males with 
thermal histories of 30°C had slightly higher concentrations, when 
acclimated to 20°C than males grown and maintained at 20°C. 
Effects of Temperature on the Developmental Pattern 
of Nucleic Acids, Proteins and Longevity 
Flies with 20°C thermal histories 
RNA concentrations RNA concentrations in females grown and 
maintained at 20°C (Fig. 6b) averaged 11.55 yg/mg DW/fly in 
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three-day-old flies. RNA levels decreased rapidly in four-day-old 
females and then increased to 12.21 yg/mg DW/fly in six-day-old females. 
RNA levels continued to increase over the next five days to levels in 
excess of 13.13 yg/mg DW/fly. These levels were maintained over the 
next three days after which female RNA levels gradually dropped from 
13.92 yg/mg DW/fly to 5.65 yg/mg DW/fly in day 24. Three-day-old males 
averaged 8.53 yg RNA/mg DW/fly. These levels declined in four- and 
five-day-old males to 8.01 yg and 5.91 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively, 
and were followed by a rapid increase to a maximum level of 9.19 yg/mg 
DW/fly in six-day old males. RNA levels steadily decreased during days 
six through 11 to levels of 4.20 yg, increased a total of 2.53 yg on 
day 12, and finally decreased to 2.89 yg/mg DW/fly on day 20. 
Females acclimated to 15°C (Fig. 5b) demonstrated maximum RNA 
levels (13.79 yg/mg DW/fly) three days after acclimation. This then 
gradually declined during the next 40 days. Females acclimated to 15°C 
lived ']'] days. Notable peaks of RNA synthesis nfx.urrHu on days 19. 
26, 30 and 36, with levels corresponding to 12.47 yg, 8.93 yg, 9.45 yg 
and 8.27 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. Males acclimated to 15°C lived 
38 days. Male RNA concentrations were very similar to those of the 
females. Maximum RNA levels were observed in two-day-acclimated 
(three-d&y-old) males. These levels gradually decreased to 2.49 yg/mg 
DW/fly in 30-day-old males. Four peaks of RNA synthesis occurred on 
days three, eight, 16 and 18, corresponding to 11.15 yg, 8.80 yg, 
6.30 yg and 8.01 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. 
Females acclimated at 30°C (Fig. 7b) maintained relatively 
constant RNA levels, with minor fluctuations between 12.60 yg and 
13.13 yg/mg DW/fly. RNA concentrations dropped to 11.42 yg/mg DW/fly 
on day three, but increased to levels averaging 13.13 yg/mg DW/fly in 
females acclimated three days (four-day-old flies). Maximum RNA 
levels in 30°C-acclimated males (12.21 yg/mg DW/fly) occurred two days 
after emergence. RNA concentrations dropped rapidly to 6.30 yg/mg 
DW/fly in three-day-old males and remained at this approximate level, 
fluctuating only slightly. 
Protein concentrations Protein levels (Fig. 6c) in house flies 
grown and maintained at 20°C averaged 7.54 yg/mg DW/fly in three-day-old 
females. These levels dropped 19.9 yg/mg DW/fly on day four and then 
gradually increased to 958.5 yg/mg DW/fly on day 10. Protein levels 
decreased during the next six days to 598.5 yg/mg DW/fly. This was 
then followed by an increase to 804 yg/mg DW/fly on day 19. Males 
maintained ?,i avAraonu 582 yg/mg DW/fly in three-day-old flies. 
Levels decreased by 132.5 yg/mg DW/fly in four-day-old males and then 
increased 308 yg/mg DW/fly in six-day-old males. Protein levels 
gradually decreased to 797.5 yg/mg DW/fly on day 10 and to 515 yg/mg 
DW/fly on day 11. A slight decrease in protein concentration was 
observed on day 14, which then continued to drop to 415 yg/mg Dw/rly 
on day 20. 
Lowest protein levels were observed in 15°C-acclimated females 
(Fig. 5c). Levels were lowest during the first half of adult period. 
Peaks of protein synthesis in females were observed on days two, five. 
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18, 26, 30 and 38, corresponding to 766 vig, 779 yg, 794 vig, 
974.5 yg, 974.5 yg and 799.5 yg/mg DW/fly, respectively. Males 
acclimated for one day exhibited highest protein levels. Protein 
concentrations declined during the next 10 days to 483.5 yg/mg DW/fly 
and then increased from day 15 through 18. This increase was then 
followed by a gradual decrease to levels of 401 yg/mg DW/fly on day 
22. Major peaks of protein synthesis occurred on days 9 and 18, 
corresponding to 577 yg and 687.5 yg/mg DW/fly. 
Females acclimated at 30°C exhibited protein concentrations 
(Fig. 7c) of 669 yg to 817 yg/mg DW/fly. Maximum levels occurred 
in one-day-acclimated females and minimum concentrations in three-day-
acclimated females (four-day-old females). One-day-acclimated males 
averaged 872 yg/mg DW/fly, declined to 381.5 yg by the third day of 
acclimation and then increased to 750 yg/mg DW/fly by the fifth day. 
DNA concentrations DNA concentrations (Fig. 6a) in three-day-
old f£malc3 grcv.'n and maintained at ?L°r. avpraoMu 1.10 uq/mq DW/fly; 
and 0.90 yg/mg DW/fly in four-day-old flies. DNA levels increased 
rapidly in six-day-old females and then gradually decreased during 
days six to 12. Maximum DNA levels (1.50 yg/mg DW/fly) were observed 
in 16-day-old females. DNA levels in females continued to decrease with 
senescence. Males closely resembled female patterns during most of the 
adult period, exhibiting peaks of DNA synthesis on days six and 12, 
with levels of 1.20 yg/mg DW/fly on both days. Minimum DNA concentrations 
were observed in 19- and 20-day-old males (0.60 vig/mg DW/fly). 
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DISCUSSION 
The importance of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in determining 
hereditary character and ribonucleic acid (RNA) in protein synthesis 
has been well accepted (Devi et al. 1963; Ebert and Sussex 1970). 
Although considerable work has been done on nucleic acid content of 
various whole animals and individual animal tissues, our knowledge in 
regard to the effect of temperature on these two nucleic acids in insects 
is still for the most part unknown. In addition, relationships between 
growth and metamorphosis in insects and their changing levels of total 
RNA, DNA and proteins have also been reported by a number of authors 
(see Literature Review). However, in most studies specific tissues 
and/or specific life stages were selected at only one temperature and 
that not usually stated. In this section of the study, total RNA, 
DNA and protein levels have been determined in whole insects of the 
house fly, Musca domestica, throughout the larval, pupal and adult 
stages at temperatures of 20°C and 30°C. 
Musca domestica Grown and Maintained at 20°C 
RNA content can be considered an index of the organism's capacity 
for protein synthesis and DNA content an estimate of cell number (Devi 
et al. 1963; Price 1965; Lang et al. 1965; Ring 1973). The use of 
DNA as an index of cell number, however, is complicated in 
cyclorrhaphan Diptera (higher Diptera) where larval growth in most 
tissues is believed to be restricted to an increase in cell size and 
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not to an increase in cell number (Ring 1973; Agrell 1964). Agrell 
(1964) maintains that growth in cell size in many species of cyclor-
rhaphan Diptera is not restricted to the cytoplasm, but also involves 
growth of the nucleus by polyploidy, which brings about polytenization. 
An example of polyteny is the giant polytene chromosomes of the salivary 
gland which arise by chromosomal DNA replication in the absence of 
corresponding cell division (Agrell 1964; Whitten 1968). In addition, 
cells other than the salivary chromosomes may also contain polytene 
chromosomes, although they are relatively smaller. These include cells 
of the Malpighian tubules, male seminal vesicles, nurse cells of the 
ovary, heart cells, pericardial cells and even fat body cells (Whitten 
1968). According to Whitten (1964) cells having chromosomes as large 
as salivary gland chromosomes have also been recorded in epidermal 
cells of the fly foot. Whitten (1964, 1968) has suggested that these 
cells are responsible for the secretion of the various layers of cuticle 
forming the dcrss! surface of the gnnif. fiuvi.-piiu of hiaher flies. 
Furthermore, these cells are intimately involved in general adult 
development whereas salivary gland cells have the disadvantage of under­
going cell death at the beginning of the pupal stage (Whitten 1964). 
Therefore, decreasing DNA/DW values found during larval development do 
not accurately predict increasing dry weight content of the larva since 
decreasing DNA values and increasing dry weight content may not be 
linearly related. They do, however, reflect the increase in cell size 
that occurs during larval development. 
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The dramatic increase in RNA levels (Figs, lb) in three-day-old 
larvae coincided with the molting of the late second instar larvae into 
the third. This was determined by comparing the size of the cephalo-
pharyngeal skeleton of the three-day-old larva and the four-day-old 
larva. The cephalopharyngeal skeleton of the four-day-old larva was 
larger, suggesting that a molt had occurred. This initial increase in 
RNA was soon followed by a further increase in both RNA and protein 
levels to maximum levels in the early and middle third-instar larvae. 
The fact that RNA levels appear to increase at a greater rate may suggest 
that protein synthesis is preceded by RNA synthesis. According to Devi 
et al. (1963), if protein synthesis can be considered an index of growth 
it follows that the extent of protein synthesis is directly related with 
the amount of RNA present at the time of the growth phase. In Musca 
domestica, both RNA and protein levels began increasing concurrently, with 
RNA increasing at a greater rate as determined spectrophotometrically. 
In TfibuliuiVi conriisun'i, RNA levels reached peaks 2 fsv; days 
before the growth curve. This led Devi et al. (1963) to suggest that, 
as in most animal s ; RNA synthesis proceeds protein synthesis. Although 
RNA increases did not occur several days before protein synthesis in 
Musca domestica it may have occurred only several hours before protein 
synthesis. If this is the case, this could then explain why protein 
levels were slightly lower when compared to RNA levels. 
The further increase observed on the fifth day after oviposition 
corresponds with the period of rapid growth and development characteristic 
of third-instar dipteran larvae. It is generally known that the 
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majority of the protein, fat and carbohydrates are synthesized during 
this time (Ring 1973; Devi et al. 1963; Patterson 1957; Price 1965). 
In addition, there may also be some cell division (mitoses) occurring 
during this same period since increases in DNA levels were also 
observed. This increase in DNA, however, could also have been due to 
the polytenization occurring in several of the tissues. Another 
alternative for the increase in DNA levels may be that RNA synthesis by 
RNA polymerase, present in the nucleus of the cell (Ebert and Sussex 
1970), requires DNA as a primer (Doenecke, Marmaras and Sekeris 1973). 
Zalokar (1959) has also brought evidence that cytoplasmic RNA is also 
synthesized in the nucleus, the site where the chromosomes and genes 
are located. Devi et al. (1963) reported DNA in Tribolium confusum as 
remaining constant during the later instars and suggested that the 
reason why DNA content remained constant during this period, when the 
insect is constantly growing (RNA concentrations are changing), might 
be due to the fact fhat nr«iA content only changes prior to cellular 
division and remains constant at all other times. In Musca domestica 
however, the rather large increase in DNA in the third-instar larvae 
may also suggest that not only are cells increasing in size and nuclear 
material, but that cell numbers may also be increasing, since it is 
only in the late second-and third-instars that RNA, DNA and proteins 
are detectable by the method we employed. However, more work will have 
to be done in this area to substantiate the increase in cell numbers 
hypothesized here. 
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The RNA/DNA ratios (Fig. 3b), which are measures of protein 
synthesis per cell, were also highest in the three-day-old larvae. 
This further supports the belief that it is during this period that 
cells are actively synthesizing proteins necessary for pupal and early 
adult development. 
The decrease in RNA during the late third-instar larval period 
suggests that most protein synthesis is completed, since protein levels 
were also observed to decrease. However, RNA levels showed a greater 
decrease when compared to the declining protein levels. Interestingly, 
this is the period corresponding to the wandering stage, the stage in 
which the larvae stop feeding and begin to seek pupariation sites. It 
was also during this time that the larvae were seen voiding their gut 
contents. 
The increasing DMA levels observed at this time could be due to 
hormonal stimulation in which the larval cells are preparing to undergo 
tliê larval-pupal molt. This is in agreement with Krishnakymflran et al. 
(1967) who observed considerable DNA synthesis just before and during 
the larval-pupal molt. He attributed this increase in DNA synthesis 
to the presence of ecdysone. The decrease in DNA levels on the day of 
pupariation could then correspond to the initiation of larval histolysis. 
The pupal stage is essentially a closed system. Energy utilized 
during insect metabolism involved in histolysis and histogenesis is 
obtained from the larval stores of fat, protein and carbohydrate 
accumulated during the feeding stage. This is consistent with the 
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interpretation of Vickers and Mitlin (1966) who reported an increase in 
RNA during the pupal period of Anthonomus grandis (boll weevil) 
and suggested that this increase indicated a synthesis of RNA at the 
expense of other body systems. Possibly the fat body, stored in the 
body during larval development, provides the energy for such synthesis, 
for it is rich in RNA and protein precursors as well as uric acid which 
some authors believe is a possible nitrogen store (McEnroe and Forgash 
1957). 
RNA, DNA and protein levels appear to vary during pupal development 
from species to species. Perhaps some or the majority of the variability 
observed between the species (as described by the authors in the Literature 
Review) is due to the different methods of analysis employed in obtaining 
RNA and DNA measurements. Protein measurements, however, were generally 
made using the Folin-Lowry technique, giving some degree of standardi­
zation to these measurements. 
In Muses dcinsstica grown and maintained at 20°C. RNA and protein 
levels were found to decrease as pupal development progressed, RNA levels 
decreasing at a greater rate than protein levels. This is concurrent 
with the fact that the pupal period is marked by rapid histolysis and 
histogenesis, the breaking down of larval tissue followed by the 
proliferation and differentiation of adult tissues. Therefore, the 
observed decrease in both RNA and protein levels could biochemically 
mark the initiation of histogenesis. Ring (1973) demonstrated in 
Lucilia sericata that RNA, DNA and protein levels decreased during 
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the early part of the pupal period, and suggested that these events 
coincided with the histolysis of larval tissues, and that the increased 
values toward the end of the pupal period coincided with histogenesis 
of adult tissues. Similar changes in RNA were also observed in 
Calliphora erythrocephala (Agrell 1964). In Musca domestica, no 
increases in either RNA or protein levels were observed when flies were 
grown at 20°C. 
The results of Devi et al. (1963) were, however, more consistent 
with those of Musca domestica. RNA levels were highest in Tri boliurn 
confusum during the last larval instar. These RNA levels then decreased 
gradually during pupariation, increasing only slightly during adult 
development. Similar results were reported for Aedes aegypti and 
Anthonomus grandis (Lang et al. 1965; Vickers and Mitlin 1966). 
Wyatt (1959), while measuring the total RNA content during 
metamorphosis of several insect species, observed little change in RNA 
levels and considered the results rnrmîsr.Hnt. with the histoloqical 
observation that histolysis and histogenesis are concurrent events 
rather than the consecutive events that Ring's results would lead one 
to believe. Although our results showed decreasing RNA and protein 
values, DNA values increased during the second and third day of the 
pupal period, suggesting that the imaginai disks were proliferating 
and beginning to differentiate. Perhaps the RNA and protein enzymes 
synthesized during late larval development were sufficient to code for 
and catalyze the necessary reactions for pupal proteins. According to 
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Whitten (1968), in insects with complete metamorphosis there is a 
virtual return of most tissues to an embryonic state, with 
constituent cells in an undifferentiated form. As metamorphosis 
proceeds, differentiation of individual cells of the various tissues 
occurs. In many vertebrates, m-RNA used during the earliest part of 
embryonic development is of maternal origin (Ebert and Sussex 1970). 
Perhaps the m-RNA utilized in the initial stages of histogenesis is 
synthesized in the imaginai disks during the late third-instar period. 
It would appear, therefore, that our results, in a general way, 
support those of Wyatt (1959) in that they suggest histolysis and 
histogenesis are, in fact, concurrent events. Furthermore, the fact 
that RNA and protein levels are decreasing during pupal development in 
Musca domestica is also consistent with the results of Takahashi (1966) 
who demonstrated that during pupation there is a great decrease in 
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cytoplasmic RNA in Philosamia cynthia icini. This RNA, he showed, by P 
in(:(vri)rirrti.inM. t.o hdve been synthcsizcu durinq the early and middle 
fifth larval instar. 
RNA, DNA and protein levels dropped on day 12, suggesting that 
perhaps pharate adult development was completed. The pharate adult 
could be seen moving inside the puparium. 
Shortly after emergence, RNA, DNA and protein levels increased in 
both males and females. The higher levels of RNA, DNA and protein in 
the female suggests the proliferation, growth and maturization of eggs. 
Male peaks may correspond to the process of spermatogenesis and 
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spermiogenesis. The rather large, expanded, peak of RNA synthesis 
observed in females on days six through 19 is considered to represent 
the period of peak egg production. Females randomly selected and 
dissected revealed large masses of eggs. The increase in DNA, which 
is a measure of cell number, also suggests that cells are actively 
dividing. The DNA peaks correlate nicely with those of RNA and protein 
peaks. 
Musca domestica Grown and Maintained at 30°C 
Larvae and pupae grown at 30"C had lower RNA, DNA and protein 
levels than larvae and pupae grown at 20°C. In addition the larval 
and pupal stadial times of flies grown at 30°C were shorter than those 
grown at 20°C. At 30°C the larval and pupal longevity periods were 
seven and five days respectively, whereas those grown at 30°C were 
five and four days. Interestingly, when Ring (1973) reared Luci1ia 
sericats under shnrf. hfu! long photoperiod reqimes, hs observed longer 
longevity periods in the former. Larval and pupal periods were eight 
days each, whereas females and males lived 50 and 42 days, respectively, 
under short photoperiod regimes. Flies reared under long photoperiod 
regimes exhibited larval and pupal periods of seven and six days, 
respectively. Males and females lived 21 days. He gave no reason for 
the differences. It appears that the long photoperiod regime and increased 
temperatures may be acting similarly in shortening the longevity of adult 
flies. However, with increases in temperature, it is generally accepted 
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that there is an increase in metabolism (Buffington 1969) which may 
cause the fly to age physiologically much faster than when grown at lower 
temperatures. It should be pointed out that adult Lucilia sericata pass 
through a period of adult diapause whereas house flies do not. 
As in larvae grown at 20°C, RNA levels in larvae grown at 30°C 
increased two days before pupation and then decreased towards the end 
of the larval feeding period. This is not surprising since according 
to Agrell (1964) growth during insect development is restricted to the 
larval stage and during this feeding period there will be deposited all 
the mass necessary for final adult development. Protein levels also 
increased and then decreased during the late third-instar. The overall 
lower levels of RNA and protein concentrations may be due to the greater 
metabolic demands occurring in hastened larval development at 30°C. DNA 
levels, however, showed an increase one day before pupariation and 
continued to increase during three of the four days of pupal development. 
During this period of increased DM,", syr.th.ssis, v.'hich is cnflrHtri-.prist.ic 
of actively dividing cells, RNA and protein levels were also increasing. 
RNA concentrations increased to just under 10.50 pg and protein concen­
trations to just under 050 ug/mg DW/fly. During this same period RNA 
and protein concentrations in 20°C-grown pupae were decreasing to levels 
similar to those mentioned above. The fact that DNA levels were main­
tained at a relatively high level throughout the entire pupal period 
could indicate that, not only have the ovaries and testes completed 
development, but that some oogenesis and spermatogenesis may also be 
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occurring. This is consistent with the fact that flies grown at 30°C 
usually mated 6-10 hours after emergence whereas flies grown at 20°C 
were not observed mating until one to three days after emergence. 
During metamorphosis extensive changes are occurring within the 
reproductive system (Whitten 1968). The degree of maturization 
attained by the time of adult emergence varies with sex and species. 
In many cases the gametes are fully developed at the time of emergence 
of the adult insect. Flies grown at 30°C may, therefore, have mature 
gametes at emergence whereas flies grown at lower temperatures 
(20"C) may have immature gametes at emergence. 
The dramatic increase in RNA and protein levels one, two and 
three days after emergence of the females could correspond to the 
active RNA synthesis involved in egg development. That oocytes are 
proliferating is also suggested by the increase in DNA levels. RNA, 
DNA and protein levels are much higher when compared to females grown 
_ J. 
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RNA, DNA and protein levels in males changed very little. The only 
observable changes were that the peaks occurred earlier than in males 
grown and maintained at 20°C. 
Two-Day-Acclimated Adult Musca domestica 
Male and female Musca domestica with thermal histories of 20°C and 
acclimated to 15°C had more RMA than warm-adapted individuals acclimated 
to 30°C. Males with thermal histories of 30°C and acclimated to 15°C 
and 20°C also demonstrated increasing levels of RNA, but were substantially 
lower than males and females with 20°C thermal histories. Females 
acclimated to 30°C showed decreasing RNA levels when transferred to 20® 
and 15°C. Males and females with thermal histories of 20°C also had 
higher DNA and protein levels than flies with 30°C thermal histories. 
The only exception to this, females grown and maintained at 30°C, had 
increased RNA, DNA and protein levels. These increased levels may be 
associated with temperature induced egg production. 
Mellanby (1939) was among the first to observe the effect of thermal 
history on insects. He observed that chill coma was affected considerably 
by the temperature at which the insect had been previously living. He 
observed that both cold hardiness and threshold response for spontaneous 
movement were similarly affected by the temperature of preconditioning. 
Similarly Colhoun (1954, 1960) measured the relationships between 
acclimation and temperature activity at low temperatures in Blatella 
and observed that insects kenr nt were able to remain 
active at temperatures at which insects from cultures maintained at 
25°C and 35°C were immobilized. Perhaps the decrease in cold tolerance 
and immobilization could be related to a decrease in both amount of 
enzymes and enzyme activity which could then be correlated with a 
decrease in RNA and protein concentrations. This may be consistent with 
the results obtained in Musca domestica. Both males and females with 
thermal histories of 30^C exhibited lower RNA, DNA and protein levels 
at lower temperatures (15°C) than flies with thermal histories of 20°C 
at the same temperature (15°C). This may suggest that one immediate 
effect of higher thermal history on the fly is to retard RNA, DNA and 
protein synthesis at lower temperatures. 
Anderson and Mutchmor (1971) also found adaptive and acclimative 
differences to be influenced by the immediate thermal histories of 
the insect being studied. They suggested that such insects as Tribolium 
confusum, which live in a rather stable environment, acclimate very slowly, 
whereas Musca domestica, which lives in a variable thermal environment, 
acclimates rapidly. However, as suggested by our results, flies with 
thermal histories of 30°C and transferred to 15~C had difficulty in 
adjusting to the lower temperatures. Baldwin (1954), in a similar study, 
acclimated wasps (Dahlbominus fusipennis) to 17, 23 and 29°C and observed 
that the 29°C-adapted insects had the greatest resistance to high 
temperature; he also found the largest loss to low temperature tolerance 
in this group. Baldwin (1954) concluded that this decline in temperature 
f.olêrance may well be a qeneral phenomenon which occurs in all holo-
metabolous insects, and that it is a manifestation of events initiated 
in the pupal stage. 
The higher RNA and DNA values observed in 20-15°C house flies over 
20-30°C acclimated house flies is consistent with the observations of 
Rao (1963) who demonstrated an increase in RNA in the moilusk, 
Lamellidens marginal is, which, he thought, also indicated an increase 
in protein synthesis including enzyme proteins. This increase in RNA 
may be the result of the increased capacity of the hexose monophosphate 
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shunt to operate in cold-acclimated poikilotherms. This is also in 
agreement with Caldwell (1969) who suggested that low temperature 
activation of the pentose shunt would be anticipated to provide reduced 
coenzymes for NADP-specific reductions in lipid biosynthesis. 
Furthermore, the shunt would also serve as a rapid source of pentose 
for increased RNA and protein synthesis. According to Silverthorn 
(1975a), pentose shunt enzymes also exhibited an increase in activity in 
a number of cold-acclimated invertebrates, including the crayfish, 
blue crab and medusa, Chrysaor. He also suggested that high pentose 
shunt activity in cold-acclimated animals may be connected with the 
synthesis of lipids for mitochondrial membranes as well. 
The work of Silverthorn (1975b) on cold-acclimation related lipid 
changes also indicated an indirect hormonal influence. He suggested 
that a respiration hormone acts directly on enzyme activity by inducing 
m-RNA synthesis. Increased RNA synthesis would then result in more 
Gr.ziiv.ss (increased protein levels) nnii hh nverall increase in enzvme 
activity. 
Observations of Rao (1963) on the fresh water mussel and that of 
Saroja and Rao (1965) on the earthworm suggest a general increase in 
the accumulation of RNA in the tissues in cold-adapted poikilotherms. 
Although protein levels in both male and female house flies did not 
increase in 20-15°C acclimated house flies, they were somewhat higher 
when compared to protein levels of flies grown at 30°C and transferred 
to 15°C. RNA and DNA levels were also higher in 20-15°C-acclimated 
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flies than in 30-15°C acclimated flies. The decrease in protein levels, 
however, is inconsistent with the results of Rao (1962) who observed a 
21% increase in protein content in the cells of cold-acclimated 
individuals. Das (1967a, 1967b) and Das and Prosser (1967) also 
demonstrated that in thermal acclimation of the goldfish, the net 
protein synthesis, as measured by ^^C-leucine incorporation, showed a 
rotational acclimation, while for muscle the rate of protein synthesis 
exhibited a translational compensation. Das and Krishnamoothy (1965) 
[as cited by Das (1967b)] found that amino acid incorporation into 
proteins in certain tissues was 10 times higher in 5°C acclimated fish 
than in 25°C acclimated ones. This is also in agreement with Rao 
(1963) who also demonstrated an increase in protein content and a 
correlated decrease in the amino acid pool in a number of tropical 
poikilotherms. Jankowsky (1960) demonstrated a 70% increase 
in rate of ^^C-glycine incorporation into total proteins of the thigh 
iiiubcleb ill cold-adapted Rana tG^poria abcvc that cf v.'arm-adapted froos: 
when measured at the same temperature. This also is in agreement with 
M.ews (1957) for the rate of ^^C-glycine incorporation in the leg muscles 
of R. temporia and R. esculents. 
The increase of DMA and, to some extent, RNA in 20-15°C-acclimated 
house flies may be due to an increase in mitochondria. Thiessen and 
Mutchmor (1967) found that the number of mitochondria in cold-adapted 
cockroaches is about 25% greater than the number in warm-adapted 
roaches. Similar results were also found for the house fly. Staszak 
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(1968), however, could find no difference in the number of mitochondria 
with acclimation in Tenebrio mol iter. Thiessen (1967) further suggested 
that perhaps cold-adaptation causes a release of a hormone which in turn 
causes an increase in mitochondria. This would be accompanied by an 
increase in amounts of apyrase and ATP. 
Burr and Hunter (1969) felt that, possibly, the increase of dry 
weight of Drosophila at lower temperatures might be related to the higher 
protein content, but found no evidence since Drosophila grown at 15°C 
did not have significantly higher protein content per mg wet weight. Only 
in Drosophila viracochi was there a significantly higher RNA content in 
the cold-acclimated stock. However, in tests of other species of 
Drosophila (Drosophila pseudoobscura and Drosophila melanogaster) they 
found no significant increase in RNA in cold-acclimated flies and suggested 
that there may be other interpretations for the differences in Drosophila 
virachochi. This was further supported by their findings in Drosophila 
melanogaster, whitli is d eurytlièimal sped as, that the ccr.tsr.t of 
the cold-grown flies was actually lower than those in warm grown flies. 
RNA, DNA and Protein Levels and Longevity of Adult Flies 
with Thermal Histories of 20°C and 30°C 
RNA, DNA and prùtéiji patterns and levels in the adults may 
eventually be dominated by egg production in the female, and to a lesser 
extent, by sperm production in the males (Figs. 6, 7, 9 and 10). In 
females reared and either maintained and/or transferred to 20°C and 30°C, 
the higher, expanded RNA peaks are considered to correspond with egg 
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production. In Musca domestica, a minimum of 125 eggs per day are laid 
by a 4-5 day old mated female (Rockstein and Miquel 1974). Since RNA 
and DNA levels were much higher at 30°C than in females maintained at 
20°C, a higher rate of egg production at 30^C is indicated. 
Adult longevity also appears to be affected by the immediate thermal 
history of the insect. Flies reared at higher temperatures had shorter 
life spans than those maintained at lower temperatures. One of the 
immediate effects of temperature was apparently in altering of the aging 
process in the house fly. Since insects are poikilotherms, their 
metabolic rate is greatly influenced by temperature. The influence of 
higher temperature is often reflected in higher rates of heat production 
and Og consumption. Metabolic rates have also been shown to be related 
to duration of life. Northrop in 1917 (as cited in Clark and Rockstein 
1964) demonstrated that, with increasing temperature, adult 
longevity decreased. Our results are in agreement with those of 
Northrnn in fnat TPIIIHIP house flIêS maintained at 20°C aPid 30°C lived 
24 and seven days, respectively; females with thermal histories of 20°C 
and transferred to 15°C and 30°C lived 44 and seven days, whereas females 
with thermal histories of 30°C and transferred to 20°C and 15°C lived 
13 and 34 days, respectively. These data suggest that not only does the 
immediate temperature history effect longevity, but that longevity may 
also be influenced by the past thermal history of the immature stages 
of the house fly. 
Males were observed to have even shorter life spans than the females. 
Rockstein and Lieberman (1959) also observed a consistently shorter 
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life span for Musca domestica males. Their life table data showed males 
to average 17.5 days and females 29.0 days. Heilbrunn (1952) has 
suggested that males have a higher rate of metabolism than females of 
most species. However, Edwards (1953) believed this to be true in only 
some cases among insects species and stated that, "It is doubtful if 
metabolic rate differences can be used as an underlying factor in sex 
related longevity differences favoring the females in most species." 
However, male house flies were shown to have a greater rate of Og 
consumption than females (Edwards 1953), and this is correlated with 
shorter longevity. Our results are also consistent with the result of 
Feldman-Muhsam (1944) for the Levant house fly, Musca domestica 
vicinia, which exhibited shorter life spans at higher temperatures. 
The longevity of the adults is also complicated by the fact that 
Maynard Smith (1959) demonstrated in Drosophila subobscura, that the life 
span can be prolonged when the rate of egg laying is reduced. He observed 
i.hat. mated females with higher egg production had a shorter life 
expectancy than either virgin or ovariless females. This is in agreement 
with Blest (1962) (as cited by Clark and Rockstein 1964) who showed 
that certain virgin female saturniid moths (Automeris aurantica) 
have a life span of one to 10 days in contrast to mated females which 
laid their eggs compulsively 24 hours after mating and were dead within 
48 hours from the moment of eclosion. House flies observed in 15^C 
incubators showed little if any activity. Therefore, it is assumed 
that all females were virgin since mating involves courtship. 
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Some of the increases and decreases in DNA and RNA may also be 
due to increases and decreases in extranuclear RNA and DNA found in 
the mitochondria. In several studies as cited by Rockstein and Miguel 
(1974), Rockstein and Bhatnagar in 1965 (with Musca domestica) observed 
age changes in size and number of giant mitochondria. In the male, 
both mean size and total number of mitochondria per fly increased up 
to the beginning of the second week and then declined. In the females, 
the maximum size and number were also reached by the third day, and 
remained unchanged until the third week at which time both size and 
number declined. Thus it appears that DNA and RNA levels could also be 
influenced by age as well as by temperature. 
The decline in mitochondria numbers with chronological aging also 
suggests that physiological aging is also occurring. Our results 
suggest that physiological aging is accompanied by a decrease in RNA, 
DNA and proteins. However, exceptions were observed in 30-30°C and 
3C-2G"c flic:. Thecs overall results were inrnnsistAnt with the results of 
Lang et al. (1965) who reported, for the mosquito Aedes aeqypti, that 
all parameters remained constant and concluded that physiological aging 
is not accompanied by a decrease in cell numbers or protein synthesis. 
Similarly, Samis and Baird (1971) while studying the DNA composition of 
Drosophila melanoqaster from eight to 77 days of age noted no age related 
changes in DNA content of males, but did note that DNA concentrations of 
the female were lower during the middle life of the adult and related these 
changes to egg production. The overall results of this study are. 
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however, in agreement with Ring's (1973) for Lucilia sericata and 
suggests that physiological aging is accompanied by a decrease in 
protein, RNA and DNA synthesis and appears to be valid for both sexes. 
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SUMMARY 
The results of this study indicate: 
1. RNA content can be considered an index of the capacity for 
protein synthesis and DNA content an estimate of cell number. 
When the variation of DNA, RNA, protein and growth with age 
are considered, it appears that insect RNA synthesis precedes 
protein synthesis and follows DNA synthesis. 
2. The amount of DNA, RNA, and protein in the house fly, Musca 
domestica, paralleled its growth rate. Maximum levels in flies 
grown and maintained at 20°C were attained in the late third-
instar larvae. Nucleic acids and protein concentrations also 
paralleled the growth rate of flies grown and maintained at 
30°C, however, maximum levels were attained in the adult females. 
These increases were correlated with egg production. 
3. Acclimation temperature and thermal history were inversely 
related to longevity. As the acclimation temperature increased, 
longevity decreased and as acclimation temperature decreased, 
longevity increased. Flies with thermal histories of 20°C had 
longer life spans at all temperatures of acclimation than 
flies with thermal histories of 30°C. Males, in general, had 
shorter life spans than females. 
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Acclimation temperature influenced larval RNA, DNA and protein 
levels. RNA, DNA and protein concentrations were higher in larvae 
grown and maintained at 20°C than in larvae grown and maintained 
at 30°C. 
Nucleic acids and protein levels of females were higher than 
those of the male. These differences are believed to be 
correlated with egg production. 
Acclimation temperature influenced pupal RNA and protein levels. 
During the pupal period in flies grown and maintained at 20°C, 
RNA and protein levels decreased whereas DNA levels increased. 
This suggests that histolysis and histogenesis are concurrent 
events. RNA and protein increased during this same period in 
flies grown and maintained at 30°C. These increases are thought 
to be due to shorter larval feeding periods and an increased 
rate of metabolism. 
RfJA ar.d DM,", concentrations in 2û-20"C; 3u-30°C and 
30-20°C-acclimated females were dominated by egg development, 
growth and maturization. 
Physiological aging appears to be accompanied by a decrease in 
nucleic acids and proteins in 20-15°C, 20-20^C and 30-15°C-
acclimated flies. RNA levels also appeared to decrease with 
age in 30-20°C and 30-30^C-acclimated flies. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
Figure 1. Comparison of DNA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica larvae, 
pupae and adults grown and maintained at 20®C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and 
Protein in ug/mg DW/fly. Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of DMA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica larvae, 
pupae and adults grown and maintained at 30°C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and 
Protein in ug/mg DW/fly. Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of RNA/DMA ratios in Musca domestica larvae, pupae and adults grown 
and maintained at 30° and 20'^C. Ordinate: RNA/DNA ratio. Abscissa: Test 
temperature in °C. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of DMA, KNA and Protein concentrations in two-day-acclimated atule Musca 
domestica. Ordinate: DI^IA, RNA, and Protein in yg/mg DW/fly. Abscissa: Test 
temperature in C. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of DNA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica adults grown 
at 20rC and transferred to If) C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and Protein in yg/mg DW/fly. 
Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of DMA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica adults grown 
and maintained at 20°C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and Protein in yg/mg DW/fly. 
Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of DNA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica adults grown 
at 20°C and transferred to 30°C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and Protein in yg/mg DW/fly. 
Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of DNA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica adults grown 
at 30°C and transferred to lirC. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and Protein in ug/mg DW/fly. 
Abscissa: Age in days. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of DNA, RNA and Protein concentrations in Musca domestica adults grown 
and maintained at 30°C. Ord nate: DNA, RNA and Protein in ug/mg DW/fly. 
Abscissa: Age in days. 
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and transferred to 20°C. Ordinate: DNA, RNA and Protein in ug/mg DW/fly. Abscissa: 
Age in days. 
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Table 1. Larval and pupal RNA, DNA and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) for Musca domestica grown at 20 C. 
RNA 
Age in days DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 32.76 16.81 0.60 399.00 
5 19.30 24.82 1.30 1212.00 
6 11.16 13.39 1.50 1189.00 
7 11.03 16.15 1.20 1123.50 
8 6.60 11.29 1.70 1041.00 
9 6.00 10.37 1.70 891.00 
10 - - - -
11 8.67 9.06 1.30 872.00 
75 
Table 2. Female Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown and maintained at 20°C. 
RNA 
Age in days DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
1 - - - -
2 - - - -
3 11.29 11.55 1.10 754.00 
4 9.47 8.01 0.90 555.00 
5 12.30 8.53 1.00 674.50 
6 10.16 12.21 1.20 721.50 
10 12.20 15.23 1.20 958.50 
11 13.35 14.84 1.10 847.50 
12 13.64 13.92 1.00 727.00 
16 8.01 11.35 1.50 598.50 
18 8.25 10.37 1.30 722.50 
10 X 1 \ 8 r ^7 fi. Qfi rv A OUH.UU 
20 8.50 9.98 1.20 646.00 
24 5.70 5.65 1.00 538.00 
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Table 3. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown and maintained at 20°C. 
RNA 
Age in days DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
2 _ _ 
3 8.60 8.53 1.00 682.00 
4 8.39 8.01 0.90 549.50 
5 6.57 5.91 0.90 676.00 
6 8.34 9.19 1.20 857.50 
10 6.47 4.86 0.90 797.50 
11 - 4.20 - 515.00 
12 5.75 6.83 1.20 641.50 
16 - - -
17 
IS 
19 5.41 3.15 0.60 453.50 
20 5.24 2.89 0.60 415.00 
24 -
77 
Table 4. Larval and pupal RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yq/mq DW/fly) for Musca domestica grown and maintained 
at 30OC. 
RNA 
Age in days DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 - - - -
3 17.58 13.13 0.80 847.50 
4 19.21 12.74 0.70 855.00 
5 6.51 9.32 1.40 723.00 
6 9.98 10.37 1.10 847.00 
7 3.20 5.12 1.60 536.00 
8 
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Table 5. Female Musca domestica: 
(pg/mg DW/fly) in flies 
RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
grown and maintained at 30 C. 
Age in days 
RNA 
DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
1 15.11 14.37 1.10 984.50 
2 9.37 18.64 2.10 701.50 
3 13.21 18.64 1.40 941.00 
4 6.92 14.57 2.00 782.00 
5 5.37 11.29 1.80 714.00 
6 6.07 13.92 2.30 710.00 
7 - 5.37 11.16 2.10 634.50 
Table 6. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/tng DW/fly) in flies grown and maintained at 30°C. 
RNA 
Age in days DNA RNA DNA Proteins 
1 16.61 8.53 0.50 811.50 
2 8.81 6.43 0.70 451.50 
3 i n . 7 4  4.99 0.50 618.50 
4 6.12 4.99 0.80 595.50 
5 - — 
6 5.45 5.78 1.10 820.00 
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Table 7. Female Musca domestica: RNA, DMA, and protein concentrations 
(pg/mg DW/fly) in 2-day-acclimated flies. 
Temp °C RNA DNA Proteins 
20-15 13.79 1.70 738.50 
20-20 11.42 1.10 754.00 
20-30 11.42 1.60 810.00 
30-15 8.40 0.90 565.00 
30-20 7.88 1.10 623.50 
30-30 18.64 1.40 941.00 
Table 8. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in 2-day-acclimated flies. 
Temp °C RNA DNA Proteins 
20-15 11.16 1.20 . 625,00 
20-20 8.53 1.00 682.00 
20-30 6.30 0.70 641.50 
30-15 8.80 0.60 548.00 
30-20 7:88 1-10 607.00 
30-30 4.99 0.50 618.50 
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Table 9. Female Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 20°C and transferred to IB^C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
1 0 0 0 
2 12.08 1.10 766.00 
3 13.79 1.70 738.50 
4 11.69 1.40 598.00 
5 11.55 1.40 829.00 
8 n.lfi 1.70 736.00 
9 10.64 1.40 752.50 
10 8.93 1.60 681.00 
12 9.32 1.80 388.00 
15 8.93 2.00 645.00 
16 10.24 1.90 614.50 
17 9,32 1.90 789.00 
18 9.06 2.20 794.00 
19 12.47 2.30 725.50 
22 7.35 2.00 701.50 
23 8.40 1.90 586.50 
24 6.43 2 JO 751.00 
25 8.27 1.90 784.00 
26 8.93 2.50 974.50 
29 8.01 1.60 728.00 
81 
Table 9. (continued) 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
30 9.45 3.20 974.50 
31 6.43 1.50 734.50 
32 6.43 1.20 576.00 
33 6.04 1.40 589.00 
36 8.27 1.70 651.00 
37 7.35 - -
38 6.43 2.20 799.50 
43 6.30 1.50 599.50 
44 
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Table 10. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(pg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 20°C and transferred to 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
1 0 0 0 
2 10.64 1.00 720.00 
3 11.61 1.20 625.00 
4 8.80 1.10 589.00 
5 8.27 1.00 595.00 
8 8.80 0.90 588.50 
9 6.96 0.80 577.00 
10 6.70 1.40 493.00 
12 6.30 1.30 483.50 
15 4.86 1.20 504.00 
16 6.30 1.40 564.50 
17 4 : 86 1. 3U cnc nn uw . uv 
18 8.01 1.50 687.50 
19 3.68 1.00 462.00 
22 3.28 1.10 401.00 
23 3.68 0.90 449.00 
24 4.07 1.30 519.50 
25 3.68 1.40 797.00 
26 3.68 1.50 492.50 
29 3.68 1.40 534.50 
83 
Table 10. (continued) 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
30 2.49 1.30 535.00 
31 2.89 0.90 500.50 
32 3.41 0.70 480.00 
33 3.81 1.00 508.50 
36 3.81 1.20 476.00 
37 4.20 
38 3.41 1.20 630.50 
43 
44 
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Table 11. Female Musca domestica: 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies 
RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
grown at 20°C and transferred to 30°C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
1 
2 13.39 0.90 817.00 
3 11.42 1.60 810.00 
4 13.31 1.20 669.00 
5 - - -
6 12.60 1.90 771.50 
7 13.00 1.40 712.00 
Table 12. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DMA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 20°C and transferred to 30°C. 
HOP i ri (iMys RMA DM A nc 
1 
2 12.21 0.90 572.00 
3 5.30 0.70 641.50 
4 6.83 1.20 381.50 
5 - -
6 6.30 0.80 750.00 
/ 
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Table 13. Female Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 30°C and transferred to 20°C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
3 8.40 1.10 623.50 
4 10.11 2.00 492.50 
5 7.35 1.10 611.00 
5 12.50 1.10 681.50 
7 14.31 1.50 708.00 
10 14.71 0.80 821.00 
n 10.90 1.80 1030.50 
12 8.27 2.10 769.00 
13 10.11 2.00 841.50 
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Table 14. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 30 C and transferred to 20°C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
3 7.88 1.10 607.00 
4 9.06 1.60 612.00 
5 3.55 0.50 501.50 
6 4.60 1.00 427.50 
7 4.99 0.60 542.00 
10 4.73 1.10 563.00 
11 4.20 0.80 394.00 
12 3.81 1,10 601.50 
13 4.33 1.30 578.00 
87 
Table 15. Female Musca domestica: RNA, DMA, and protein concentrations 
(ug/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 30°C and transferred to 15 C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
1 - - -
2 11.16 1.20 703.00 
3 8.40 0.90 565.00 
4 7.48 0.90 418.00 
8 8.80 0.50 577.00 
9 7.75 0.60 403.50 
10 7.48 1.40 603.50 
n 7.35 1.50 638.50 
12 10.24 1.00 640.00 
13 10.24 - -
14 6.70 0.70 498.50 
15 8.67 1.10 517.00 
16 5.51 0.40 502.50 
19 5.12 0.40 403.00 
20 4.33 0.70 434.00 
21 4.99 0.50 413.00 
22 6.43 0.80 463.50 
25 7.48 0.70 499.00 
26 5.65 0.80 626.50 
27 4.33 0.50 435.00 
88 
Table 15. (continued) 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
28 7.88 0.40 467.50 
33 6.43 0.50 698.50 
34 4.73 0.60 511.50 
89 
Table 16. Male Musca domestica: RNA, DNA, and protein concentrations 
(yg/mg DW/fly) in flies grown at 30°C and transferred to 15°C. 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
1 - - -
2 8.27 0.80 612.50 
3 8.80 - 548.00 
4 6.30 0.50 381.50 
8 7.62 0.40 462.50 
9 4.99 - 321.00 
10 6.17 1.10 540.50 
11 6.30 1.20 551.00 
12 7.62 0.70 549.00 
13 5.38 - -
14 8.14 0.50 460.00 
15 7.22 0.10 455.50 
16 4.20 0.60 323.00 
19 4.73 0.50 220.50 
20 3.55 0.50 372.50 
21 3.55 0.40 380.00 
22 5.12 1.20 705.50 
25 6.17 0.60 384.50 
26 4.33 0.60 385.00 
27 3.41 0.40 296.50 
Table 16. (continued) 
90 
Age in days RNA DNA Proteins 
28 5.91 0.70 485.00 
33 4.60 0.40 357.00 
34 
91 
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